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sY1\oPsIs 

It has long oeen imown that the electrical impedance 

as measured. oetween the terminals of a loud.s,peaker or a 

telephone receiver is read.ily changed when outside forces 

act upon their diajhragms. Then snd waves are the 

disturbing forces the changed impedance is called 
tical impedance". It was believed that this phenomenon 

could be used. in some way to measure the sound absorbing 

and. reflecting properties of various substances. There- 

fore the purpose of this investigation was to develop an 

electrical apparatus, which would be simple and inexpensive, 

for testing the acoustic properties of materials. 
. loudspeaker driven by a vacuum tube oscillator 

through an impedance bridge was usei as a eource of sound. 

The loudspeaker was placed in front of the material with 

the itervenirg distance accurately measured. The indi- 
vidual sound reflection and absorption properties of the 

materials changed the measured impedance of the loudspeaKer 

which was easily detected by balancing the impedance bridge. 

The problem was attacted from two angles, namely: 

Constant frequency of sound ;vith variable distance 
betveen tne loudspeaker and. Laterial, arid 

Cnstant distance with variable frequenci. 

Three different tests were made: 1. The loudspeaKer 

Diaced. in a bare wooden tube nd the material clamped on 
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ne end; 2. with the wood.en thue 1inei. with haire1t; 
and 3. with both the 1oudspeaer an the material 1aeed 

outside the tuoe in open air. It was round in the constant 

frequency bare tube tests that resonant peu.k effective 

resistance an reactance were obtained whose height$ were 

related to the stanth.rã sund absortioli coelficients of 

tie secimen, but with the tube lined with hairfelt no 

peacs of resistance were found nd the results of the dif- 
fererit specimens were inconsistent. In open air resonant 

peaks were found whose values were somewhat inconsistent 

with the sound absoroing properties of the materials. In 

the variable frequency tests the results tth the bare 

wooden tube showed resonant peaks thiose heights were re- 

lted to the acoustic roerties of the materials, but 

with the tuoe lied with hairfeit no resonant peaks were 

found and. the results obtained were incsistent with tbose 

of the other tests. In open air no peaI of resistance 

were ootained, but each material gave a curve whose ord.in- 

ate values with respect to each othex were related. to their 
acoustic properties. 

"ne a.&paratus was caliorated. by testing sorne materials 

whose absorption coefficients were known and calibration 
curves were drawn showing the relation between acoustical 

resistaz.ce and standard absorptio: coefficients. By using 

this means an unknown material may easild be tested and 

the acoustical properties found directly as a coeflicient. 
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Ii TRW)UO I O.1 

The acoustic properties of materials have long oeen 

d.iffici1t to determine to any resonab1e degree of accur- 

acy except bj exeniveanà. lauorious processes. iOW 

since the advent of broad.cat rad.io prograrn and. sound 

motion pictures it is increasingly being rea1ize that the 

milch sought-after quality-of-reproduction depends a great 

dea]. upon the acoustic properties of both the recording 

and reproducing surroundings. rchitects now recognize 

trae importance of acoustics when building auditoriums, 

churches, halls, md theaters; therefore an apparatus which 

can test ne sound. properties of materials quite accuratelì, 

et remains simple nd inexpensive, promises to be of value 

to both architects, sound engineers, and. msnafacturers of 

acoustic materials. 

Before progressing further it will be well to deter- 

mine what some of the acoustic properties of materials are. 

Souid is a longitudinal wave motion in the surrounding 

media formei b vibrating particles. In order to cná.uct 

sound. a material must have volume elasticiti. when once 

generated there are three things which ma happen to a 

sound wave; it ma be transmitted, reflected., or absorbed. 

In usual practice three are present to act upon the wave; 

however transmission and absorption are always present, 



and. reflection may or ma not be present. 
Reflection of sound takes place when the wave passes 

from a mediuIÁi of one d.nsity into that of a greater density. 
The reflection is small from porous materials but as much 

as maì be reflected frDm ver> dense substances. 
osortion is the changing of sound energy into 

mechnic.l energi usually in the form of heat. It is 
caLsed oy the friction of the air particles among thernselve8 

when air is the conducting medium, but with greater magni- 

tude by friction in porous materials such as cloth, hair, 
wool or hairfelt. 

Transmission is the conducting of sound waves through 

some medium such as a wall. In an/' material there are 
three was in which transmission occurs. E'irht, the waves 

ma pass through the holes or pores if any are present; 
second, transmission through trains of waves set up in the 
material itself; and. third, by tne aterial vibrating as a 

whole somewhat with diaphragm action. In the latter case 

the transmitting material becomes a viorating member and. 

sets up new sound. waves on the other side of the wall. 
The acoustic properties of materials was first studied 

from a scientific standpoint by Professor . C. Sabine of 
harvard University. His now classic experiments with organ 

pipes anö. theater cushions in various rooms and au.ditoriums 

may be found in his "Collected Papers On Acoustics". 
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Sabine reasoned. that with a constant source of energy the 

intensity of sound. increasea according to a d.3flnite law 

until the rate at which energy was lost by absorption in 

the i-rocess of refleetioii, and by transmission through the 

walls oecame equal to the rate of generation. he this 
point o± equilibrium was reached the intensity was at a 

maximum zid remained constant. Curve À-3 in Figure 1, 

page ô shows this condition at point .i3. Sabine ±urther 

reasoned that if the constant source of sound energy were 

suddenly stopped the absorption properties of the .valls 

would govern the rate nd therefore the length of time 

required ±or the sound energy to completely die out. 

Curve 3-C shows the shape of a typical sound decai curve. 

It will be noticed. that the curves look very much lige the 

growth 8nd cìecaLy of current in an inductive circuit. If 
the length of time required for tne soand to die down in 

a room could. be accurately measured a comparative value 

of tne sound absorbing properties o± the room would oe 

obtained; this is illustrated in Figure 1. Suppose the 

time D-C was reqiired for the sound to die doin n a cer- 
tain room, if some sound absorbing material v;as added and 

assuming the same intensity of Sound, the decay curve would 

take some position s-C' oecause the quantity of sound would 

be absor&ed faster and the time would be B-Ge The ratio 
of the two values of timo would be directly proportional 
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Fig. 1. (rowth and decay of sound in a room. 



to the sound aosorbìng property of the material added. 

This was the iethod Sabine used. in his first acoustic in- 

vestLgations with organ pipes and theater cushions. 

. sensitive rnanornetric gas flame measured by a mi- 

crometer telescope vas first tried then photographing the 

flne was tried, but as these methods did. not measure 

sound intensity in the same way the ear does both were 

discarded. . sensitive electrical.chronograph to measure 

time and. the ear to measure audibility to the threshold 

value was found to give very satisfactory results, so this 

method was used. Tests were made in a lectuxe-roorn ;hose 

acoustic properties were notably bad. 2heuter cuSniOflS 

were brought into the room and tesIs were made; it was 

found that the duration of reveIoation varied inversely, 

approximately as a straight line function, to the number 

of cushions. This room whose time of reverberation was 

ö.6 seconds was now reduced to 2 seconds with all the seats 

covered with cushions. The lecture room was now very 

noticeably improved for speech, though the acoustic cond.i- 

tions were yet not ideal. 

his first investigation gave a standard for conri- 

son of sounci aosorption, namely numbers of CuSnjOflS. 

Sabine made many experiments measuring the absorption 

properties of felt, cretonne cloth, canvas, hairfelt, and 

even of a man and a woman always by determining the number 



of running meters o± cushions that would. prothice the same 

effect. Sabine soon realized that his cushion stdard 

v;as not eusi1, reprod.uceable, so he started worin on a 

standard that was constant nd could. easily be reprothiceà. 

In an open field there is no reverberation because there 

is nothing to cause reflection o± souria; the waves travel 

oatward. and ar absorbed. asad. tr&smitted by the air. Some 

slight reflection from the ground would onlj travel upwards 

never to return if there were no heavy, low hanging clouds. 

Sabine used this phenomenon in developing his universal 

standard by using an open window of one square meter in 

area and specifiing that there be no nearby objects which 

coald reflect Lhe sound waves back into the opening. This 

standard is still used with its absorbing abiliti ex- 

pressed as anit so that all other materials can be corn- 

pared to it as a coe±icient of less than one. iowever, 

in English spea.ing c3untries this unit is defined as one 

square foot of open window or material, bat obviously, tiis 

does not change the numerical coefficients. 

For accurate results this method of measurement re- 

quires a large amount of material to be built into the 

walls of the measuring room; so is ;herefore only adapted 

to laooratorj use. It vas believed that a loudspeaker and 

a sensitive irnpedaxce measuring apparatus could be used to 

measure sound reflection and absorption in a much easier 
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way; so this investigation was started. with that object in 

view. Jefore continuing farther it will be well to discuss 

the theory of a loudspeaker. 



T'dEOY OF LOUD8PER 
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2tLOR1 0h' iJ0UD8P&ER 

¿ telephone receiver or a loud.speaker is a particular 
type o±: reciprocating electromagnetic motor, coupled to 

an acoustic radiating stem, which is designed to convert 
alternatthg current electrical energy into sound. energy. It 
is well known that the impedance of an induction motor 

changes greatly v1th lod; and two tests, rotor free and. 

rotor b1oced, are usually run to determine its character- 
itics. Similarly the same tests, diaphragm free arid dia- 
phram damped, are applied to the telephone receiver motor 

to study its enaracteristics. There are two methods of 

blocking or danpirg the d.iaphragm, nameld ; meeñanical1y and. 

u.cousticaliy. In the tests under consideration in this 
report the damping ws accomplished by an acoustical means; 

however in no case was the diaphragm entirelj blooked, out 

stages or increments of acoustic blocking were emploied in 

such a wa as to stud.i the magnitude of da:ping which de- 

termined the absorbing characteristics of the material 
rather than the characteristics of the telephone motor it- 
self. 

2 
Kennelly made a great many very exhaustive tests of 

telephone receivers nd found. that the magnitude of Imped- 

ance measured between terminals depended upon many factors. 
ests with the diaphragm d.amìied and. with it ree at th. 

2 Bibliography 2 
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s.me frequency showed a conaid.erable difference in both 

resistance and. reactance. it sorne frequencies the damped. 

or olocked v1ues were gretest while at other ±'requencie8 

the free values were the largest; this was due to the move- 

ment of the diahragrn in the free test. The vector dif- 
ference between the free and damped values is called the 
motional impedance or the mechanical irnpeanee of the 

dia2hragm. part of this irnpedice is caused. by the me- 

c1m.iica1 ilexural rnotori of the diaphragm which would be 

evident if the entire receiver (or loud.peaer) were oper- 
ated in a vacuum; the remaining is caused by the medium iii 
which the diaphragm vibrates, and mai oe callee. acoustic 
impedance. The energy used in overcoming the resistance 
component of motional impedance is radiated as acoustic 
energy and. was used in the following outlined tests to 

measure the sound )roperties of rrterials. 
Kennelly begins his theory with a rigid diaphragm 

which Lits closely iside a frictionless tube; the driving 
mechanism is fastened securelj to the center. If a vi- 
bromotive force is applied to the rigid disc the air which 

surrounds it will also be set in a motion whose magitude 
and velocity will have the same amplitude and phase as the 

disc. s work is required to move the surrounding air a 

retarding force is exerted. upon the two sides of the dise 
whose phase relation is lbO degrees to that of the vi- 
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bromotive force. This opposition to the vibrational veloc- 

itt; i called the acoustic impedance of the air which is 

the vector sum of acoustic resistance and. acoustic react-. 

aice. hese two properties are defined b Kermelly as 

follows: 1xi a frictionless fluid, acoastic resistaLce 

absorbs and. dissipates the energy imparted. by the vibro- 

motive force. .coustic reactance cic1icafly stores and 

releases, without dissipatiob, the energy of acoustic 

vibration. coastic impedance is thus a particular form 

of mechanical irnedance. I a diaphragm is thrown into 

vibrational ve1ocit' b sr impressed vibromotive force 

nd is tri contact with a fluid on either or ooth of its 

surfaces, the impednce of the diaphragm will 'oc partl' 

composed of acoustic impedance.fl* 

Kennelly used an acoustic tube of variable length 

to show the effect of an air column upon the acoustic 

impedance 0± a telephone receiver. He showed that chng- 

ing the length of the acoustic tuoe, with frequency snd. 

current constant, produced peaks and vallejs in both the 

resistance and rectance curves when plotted against tube 

length. He further states that it has been foand that the 

resistance and reactance, as measured by a bridge, is 

changed when a erson walks about in a room in fliCi1 a 

teleione receiver is eminatin a constant frequency of 

* .ibliography 2 

A 
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tone. He pred.icts that this methoà. might be used. to 

etermthe the acoustical properties of materials, for 

example, in determining the sound-reflection coefficient 

of draperies. 

In his investigations Kennelly used telephone re- 

ceivers, but it was believed, that a loudspeacer would be 

more practical and easier to work with; its larger energi 

output and better sound characteristics would more nearly 

duplicate actual working conditions. In addition larger 

specimens could be testeì, and. the characteristics of a 

loudspeaker allow a much wider variation of frequency 

without distortion of sound. 



PiELIMIRY TESTS 
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PRELIILII'ÂRY TESTS 

revi introductory tests were first made to determine 

if such phenomena as ennelly mentioned could be reproduced. 

. Manavox electro-dynamic loudspeaker was useà for the 

tests, and a comparison type of impedance bridge was used. 

to measure its resistance R and reactance X. . variable 

frequency vacuum tube oscillator was used for the source 

o± alternating current power; tests were made at a fre- 

quency of 1000 cycles. The bridge was balanced with the 

loud.seaier free in a separate room from the bridge; a 

heavy cloth covering was then thrown over the itire 

louds2ealzer and. the bridge again balanced; finally the 

cloth was removed. and a 3/4 inch drawing board substituted 

while the bridge was again balanced. The tests showed 

that there was a change of both resistance aid. reactance, 

but it was nearly impossible to reproduce even the open 

test results. It was later found that this was :ostli due 

to the fact that the test materials coild not be replaced 

exactly the same each time, vherefore the wide variation 

of restilts. 

t this stage of testing another phenomenon was die- 

covered which presented a difticultj at the time being. 

It was found that a bridge balance did not remain constant 

for any length of time when apparently nothing was changed. 

The correct values of R and X as moasured. with the bridge 
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could Ìe followed. up and down the scale oj changing the 

resistance arm and. the indu.ctometer, but no apparent 

reason ±or such action could be found until it was noticed 

that turning the lights in trie room on or off noticeably 

effected the bridge read.ings. voltmeter on the 110 volt 

line showed that the line voltage and bridge readings 

changed sirnu.ltaneousl1y; SO the reason was made quite ap- 

parent. The Jireet current field was supplied from tne 

110 volt alternating eu.rrent power line b means of a 

copper oxide rectifier; so any slight variation f line 
voltage changed. the field strength and therefore the 

impedance between terminals of the loudspeaicer as measured 

_oIy the bridge. The use o± a 24 inch esterr Electric cone 

speaer was considered, but discarded because of the dia- 
phragm or bending action of the cone which was not desired. 
It was believed that piston action like that o the simple 

rigid disc as mentioned before, rather than flexural dia- 
phragm action would give the best results; so attention 
was reverted to the dynamic type of speaker. arrand 

inductor dynamic type of loudspeaker was then tried and 

found to give excellent results. In this device the mag- 

netic field is obtained by two powerful cobalt steel per- 

manent magnets; otherwise, it operates on the same rinci- 
pie as the electro-dynamic. 

ttention was then tuned toward the iniped.ice bridge. 
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Heretofore a comparison type of brHge using a decade 

resistace box and an inductonieter was used to balu.nce out 

R and. X respective1', but difiicu1tj was encjunterei in 

ootaining a "sharp" balance--that is, one in wbich the 

sound is ba1nced out comieteij. Indeed it was di±ïicu.lt 

to read accurately to a value as large as ten ohms, and the 

accuracy in redtng reactance was no greater. Other type8 

of bridges were tested for accuracy and sharp balance-- 

among them the resonance bridge and the Skew bridge. It 

was found that the series resonance type gave the aest 

resu.lts, for it easii,y balanced sharplj enough to enaole 

valu.es as ma11 as i ohm to be read; with a little practice 

on the part of the operator and with the aid of a cali- 

òrated rheostat it was found that readings to 0.2 ohm could 

be measured quite accurate1i. 'itii this type of bridge X 

was balanced by capacitance instead of inductance; so a 

variable air condenser used in conjunction with a tapped 

mica standard condenser wa used. The vtriatle air con- 

deiser could oe adjusted bì means f slow motion adjust- 

ment which save ver, accurate balances of X. .estern 

Electric headset had been used as the sound detecttn' de- 

vice and had given good. results, but a visual indicator 

consisting o a multistage vacuum tube voltmeter (designed 

and built by Mr. i. . .atche1or, senior in .1ectrical 

Engineering) was tried. Tests showed that X could be 
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balanced somewhat more accurate1', but R could riot oe 

balanced closer than about 5 ohms; as values of resistance 

were the main interest in this investigation this detecting 

means was discarded, and the headset was used throughout 

the remainder of the test. 
fter these added refinements tests aere again made 

with tue heavy cloth and board; the open test results were 

found to 'be easil/ reproduceable, arid the other tests re- 

mained constant if the materials were not moved. It may 

be o± interest to enumerate an accidental test. During 

á!1 ouien test a person opened the door of the loudspeaker 

room and walked. toward the speaker. The operator at the 

bridge could easily determine when the door was opened by 

tue change o± sound in the headset, but when this person 

approached the loudspeaker the sound in the earphones 

changed alterrìatel' from loud to soft as many as perhaps 

o times. his was puzzling at first, but the first actual 
test of the complete apparatus showed exactly the sane 

resu.lts--resonant peaks of resistance and reactance. 



1i2LT3 

(Construction) 
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(Contructi ori) 

It has been previously mentioned. that piston action 

rather than flexing diaphragm action wa desired of the 

1oudspeaer. 2herefore a dynamic speaer with a inverted 

cone shaped "diaphragm" was chosen; this cone composed of 

heavy archmer.it japer was 10 irAcñes in diameter arid 3 inches 

from base to apex. he conical shape caused it to follow 

the driving rod rigidl3 as it oved longitudinally back 

and. forth. It is therefore a misno:er to call it a dia- 

phragm; so iereafter it ïill be designated as the cone of 

the loudseaker. 

when the cone of a loudspeaker is set in motion the 

air on both sides i effected and coxversel the air on 

both the front and back orodace an e±fect upon the cone. 

It can therefore be understood that the effect acoustic 

impedance is approximatelì equal on ooth sides of the cone. 

s it would indeed be difficult to place a specimen of 

the material both in front and in back with the distances 

from the effective center of the cone equal, it was thought 

best to use ne specimen in front of the cone and. maintain 

the acoustic properties bacK of the cone constant for all 

tests. 2his was acuomplished by mounting the loudspeaKer 

in a box one end of which was cut with a 10 inch hole to 

fit the cone and. therefore form a small baffle board. 2he 
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box was made of 3/8 inch veneer except the baffle board. 

which was m4e of 3/4 inch veneer. The inside of the box 

was lined with 1-1/2 inch hairfelt, and staggered strips 
of hairfelt viere hung from the top of the box. The interi- 
or o this loudspeaker box showi,ng the loudspeaker and. 

baffles in plce is shown in a photograph in 'igure 2, 

page 20. 

With this construction the sound from the back o± the 

loudspeaker was absorbed by the hairfelt maintaining the 

acoustic impedance constant; this enabled it o be placed 

in different positions to obtain the desired acoustic 
effect from the front only. 

efore beixg mounted in the padded box the loudspeaker 

itself was tested. with u phonograph and alifier. Tests 

showed thLt the loudspeaker would stand tremendous volurúe 

without blasting, rattling, or distorting in any way, but 

the quality of reproduction was impaired by the absence of 

low notes; this was no douot due to the fact that nu ba±fle 

board was used. The same tests were performed after the 

loudspeaKer .vas mounted in the completely closed hairfelt- 
lined box. It vías fourìö. that there was still no distortion 
even at maximu;n volume, but the volume ;ias noticeaoly re- 
duced. It is interestn to note tht the quality o± re- 

production was markedly improved, for the lo; notes were 

reproduced equally as well as the high ones giving the 



Fig. 2. Interior view of the loudspeaker box showing 

the back of the loudspeaker, and the hairfelt lining 

and baffling. 
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loudspeaker a very pleasing fullness of tone. Evidently 

the hairfelt-lined box acted. much like a large baffle 

board, for this particular loudspeaker was designed to 

3perate with a three foot baffle. The reduction in volume 

of sound was due to the large amount aosorbed. from the 

back of the cone; this 'ias particu.1arl noticeable at the 

high frequencies, because they are more easily absorbed 

thai the 1oer frequencies. 

The loudspeaker box was made 3 feet long and 15 inches 

square (outside dim&nsions) so it would. fit inside of a 

square wooden tube whose inside dimensions vere là-1/4 

inches. This loudspeaker tube which was b feet long was 

made of 3/4 inch fir lumber. A photograph of the open 

tube with the loudseaker DOX just inside is shown in 

igure 3, page 22. The long bolts which project out in 

front were used to hold the specimen of absorbing material 

to be tested in place. The loudspeaker cone can be seen in 

the front of the loudspeaker oox. Figure 4, page shows 

a photograh of the loudspeaker tube with a specimen 

ciaped in sitioii for testing. square wooden frame was 

placed over the material and washers were used under the 

wing nuts so the presure on the specimen would be dis- 

tributed as evenly as possible. 

In order to easily move it to the pvsition desired a 

small windlass was arranged. on the back end, and. a meter 

j 



Fig. 3. Unlined wooden tube showing the position o 

the loudspeaker, and the material clamping bolts. 



Fig. 4. Closed wooden tube with a veneer specimen 

clamped in placo for testing. 
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stic. with a pointer was used to accurLtely mark the posi- 

tion of the loud eaker oox. Strips of felt were fastened 

to the inner oox to fill the small cracks between it and 

the tuoe, and wire springs were used on one side to hold 

the UOX constantlì against the other side; so the loud.- 

speaker box could never approach a corssise position in 

the wooden tuoe. These latter two refLnements were added. 

later and were found to cause the results to be more easily 

reprodu.ceable. 



PEifliENTÂL PROCEDU1E 
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Efl'ERIM TAL PROCE.)URE 

A photograph of the set-up of the riasuring appartus 

is shown in Figure 5, page 26 nd a diagram of connections 

of the same apparatus is shovi in Figure 6, page 27. The 

letters on each drawing are placed on corresponding in- 

struments whose names and functions are as follows: 

A--bridge arme of equal resistance giving a i to i 
ratio. 

R--Decade resistance box for balancing out the 
resistance. 

C--Liica variable stepped condenser for balancing out X. 

C'-Air standard variable condenser used. to reach values 
of capacitance oetween the steps of G. 

D--Thermocouple for measuri the loudspeaker current 
and holding it constant. 

E--Liicroamrneter used v;ith tne thermocouple. 

P--High resistance rheostat for close adjustment of 
oscillator current. 

a--Headphones for detecting the bridge balance. 

Another list giving the name and. number of each piece o 

apparatus is shown in the appendix; eacn instrument is 

listed with the same corresponding letter as is used on 

the diagram nd picture. 

ie impedance oridge was ooerateci in the usual way, 

that is adjustei for minimum sound in the headphones. It 

was found that the quickest method of balencing the bridge 

wu.s to first adjust the decade resistance box R to ap- 
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C, 

Fig. 5. set-up of the impedance bricge measuring 

apparatus. (The small letters corresponci to those 

on the diagram of connections figure 6.) 



Fig. 6. Dia?ram of connections. (The letters 

correspond to those in figure 5.) 



proximately the correct value; this could be determined 

withii loo ohms with X qu.ite far out of ùalance. ext the 

Mica condenser C was adjusted to its best value and C' was 

adjusted to obtain values of capacitarce between the steps 
of C. The resi3ta.nce box R was then adjusted to the near- 
est ohm, iid the slow motion icnob S on C' was used to 

ûaLnce X more accurately. he variable air condenser C' 

was ungrounded, so body capacitance effected. its setting; 
therefore a lon wooden handle was Lsed for its final ad- 

ju.stment. Body capacitance effected the decade resistace 
oox onl slightly so its knobs were turned with the hafld. 

2he final adjustment was made b5 setting R t some value 

of resistance and changing C' slowly with the long wooden 

handle on the vernier ìob; R was then changed slihtly 

and. C' again moved slowlí through its point which gave 

minimum sound. This was done until the value of R was 

fornid which allowed the sound to be balnced. out most 

completely bi adjusting C'. During all these operatiJn8 
the current input to tìeloudspeaker was closely observed 

nd maintained to its normal value of 1.5 milliamperes by 

adjusting the attenuating rheostat P. it was ooserved. 

that changing ii produced. little effect upon the current, 
but a small adjustment of C cianged the current consider- 

ably. . little study of the diagram of connections ;ill 
show that vhen in balnce Q is in resonance with ttie in- 
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ductive reactance of the loudspea.cer; $0 a little change 

from the point of resonaiice either wa would reduce the 

current. 
ests were first attempted with the loudspeaker and. 

mea$uring apparatus in the same room, but diffica1ty was 

exicoantered in balancing the bridge. when listening close- 
1 with the ear covered with the headphones actual nodes 

and anti-nodes of sound were detected. as the head. was 

noved s1izhtly back and. forth Jr even turned.. It was 

±ound that if the bridge were accurately balanced. with the 
head held. in one position the balance was changed. if the 

head. wus moved. slightl,y. 10 d.atL were taten on this phen- 

omenon, but it was discovered that these nodes or periods 

of large and smell amplitude could oe readili traced in 

all parts of the room even with only the ear as a detecting 
device; their shape conformed approximately to that o± 

the room with the loudspeaker as the center of the dis- 
turbance. lt is suggested that it would be interesting to 

maie a scientific and thorough stud.ì of this phenomenon 

with a sensitive pick-up and. easaring device, for the 
results would doubtlessly show something of the shape of 

sound. waves in a room. These nodes aere approximately 

onlj a few inches apart and may be due to interference 

with tue original sound waves and the reflected waves from 

the walls. Oovioasly this phenomenon reduced the accuracy 
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of the oridge materially; so the loudspeaker and the 

wooden tube were moved into an adjoining room. his 

reduced the sound in the :easuring room so much that no 

difficulty was experienced in baLincing the bridge very 

accarately; hovever it slowed up the progress of the con- 

stant frequency tests when the loudspeaker position was 

changed before each bridge reading. 

he different materials were clamped on the front 
of the wooden tube by ans of the long bolts and wing 

nuts as has been previously explained. Ail materials were 

of approximately the same area which was large enough to 
receive the long oolts in roerly drilled holes; thus the 

materials were held in exactly the same position for each 

test. Changes were easily made by unscrewing the wing 

nuts and placing a different material in position. 
Before the testing had. proceeded very far another 

phenomenon was found which previous to its discovery 
threatened to make the results nearly worthless. The 

curves shoved some very erratic readings--which could not 

06 reproduced b running another curve. It was finally 
noticed during tne operation of the bridge that these 

erratic eudings were more difficult to balance than the 

otiìrs. The sound could not be as well balnced out and 

the position of least sound. was broader in scale divisions. 
n investigation was made which disclosed the fact that 
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there .';ere two' possiole bridge read.ings when these errattc 
results occurred.; one readirig vias sharp an easy to balance, 
but the other was 'fuzzy" and. very di±'ftcult to balance. 
The sharp readings 1vere round to oc the ones desirea for 
thej gave results ;vblch made a smooth curve. äieae double 

readings were not thoroughl,y ii.vestigated, out with a 

little practice on the part of the operator it became 

coniparatively easy to determine when the bridge was being 

oalancel at the wrong reading. They were not noticed 
particu1arl except near peaks of resistance in the variable 
distance tests. Sorneti:iies the wrong reading was above 

and sometimes it was below the true readLng, depending 

upon which side of the resistance peak observations were 

being made. 2he difference between the two readings was 

alSO a variable factor. Here again is a field for further 
investigation. 



COISTAIT FREQ.UE1CY T5TS 

VIÂ3LE DISTANCE 
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CO1TAT FREQUENCY TESTS 

V.RIA3LE DIS L.NCE 

Bare Wooden Tube: 

Tests were first made with the wooden tuoe open to 

determine the effect of tube length upon the effective 

resistance of the loudspeaker. The wooden tube was placed. 

in a large ooen room adjoining the oscillator and impedance 

b'idge measuring apparatus, with the connecting wire run 

through a hole in tne partition. Tests were started. with 

the loud8peaker box baffle board flush with the end of 

the wooden tube; this was calleo. the zero position. Im- 

ped.ance bridge readings viere nde as the loudspeaker box 

was moved back from the end. of the tube in centimeter in- 

crements. The curve of loudspeaker effective resistance 

plotted against opeui tube length is shDwn on page 3. The 

aûscissa scale is also caliorated in wave length as well 

as in centimeters. It will be noticed tnat a peak of 

resistance occurs at approximate1 one wave length and 

another lesser one at one quarter wave leth. he reason 

the peaks do not occur at exactly one quarter nd at one 

wave length is because actL.l measurements weru made from 

the oa±±ie ooard. of the loudspeaier box instead, of the 

effective center f the cone which should be somewhere 

near the base of the baffle board. few simple calcula- 

tions of wave length will show where this effective center 
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occurs. îhe ve1ocit of sound is: 

v.íX 
iiere V is ve1ocit' in cm. per sec. 

f is frequency in c?c1es per sec. 

and is wave length in cm. 

The frequency f is 1000 ccles per second, and V can be 

calcul at ed-- 

V = V i + 0.00367 t 
t o 

.here Vo is the velocity of sound at 0°C. 3, 170 cm. 
per sec. 

and t is Lhe room temperature which was 230C. 

Therefore: 

33170(1 + 0.00367)(23) 

= 34,150 cm. per second 

Solving t'ne original equation: 

A:: 
V 34150 34.15 cm. 
f 1,000 

The one wave length peak of resistance occurs at 34.75 cm. 

which is (34.75-34.15)- 0.50 cm. outside of the loudspeaker 

box and baffle board entirel1'. Evidently the sound ¿ìcts 

as if it were caused b' a vibromotive force being applied 

to a rigid frictionless disc 0.5 cm. out from the loud- 

speaker box baffle board. 

In this open test both t'ne "right't and the "wrong" 

points are plotted showing that there is approximately 
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a constant difference between them. The curve which has 

the greatest ordinate values is the correct one; the lower 

curve oeixg plotted from the incorrect points of the double 

readings which were explained on page 31. 1his open test 

will be used later to obtain a reference point of resist- 

ance with which to compare the values obtained. from the 

tests of the various materials. 

The wooden tube was then closed 'oy clainpin a piece 

of 3/b inch veneer on the front and a similar test was run. 

The resulting curve of loLdseaker effective resistance 

plotted against tube length is hoi on page 36. his 

was the first closed test made, so it was no known where 

the peaks should occur; therefore smaller increments o± 

distance were not taken as the peaks were approached. 

Because of this the heights of the resistance peaks were 

not accuratelj determined, but their locations are clearly 

marked. he abscissa acab is also calibrated in wave 

leiigth to show at ;ihat fraction of a wave length the oeaks 

were found. It will be noticed that R reaches its greatest 

depression at one wave length just after a peak. .pparent- 

by the greatest peaks occur at approximately 3/4 of a 

wave length and a lesser one at about 1/2 of a wave length. 

This was found to be the case throughout all tests, but 

later and more careful tests showed that the greatest and. 

sharpest peak occurred at about 1/2 of a w.ve length. This 
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peak was found to be so sharply defined. th&t it was noces- 

sary to use distance increments of one min. to accuratel 

determine the height. 

Tests were made on both the 1/2 and the 3/4 v'ave 

length peaks using various rnatorials. The i/ wave length 

peak was the most difficult to work with because of its 

sharpness, but the results of the teste were much more 

consistent. Curves of dIf..erent materials ar shown on 

page 36. The curves of 3/4 inch veneer and one inch hair- 

felt are shown drawn, but the points only of the other 

materials are shorn plotted. The heights of the peaks 

are shov.n accurately marked. It will be observed that 

plaster board has the highest peak and hairfelt the 1o'vest 

with the other materials distributed between in the order 

of their sound absorbing coefficients. It is by the corn- 

parative heights of these peaks that the sound absorbing 

coefficients of the :aterials are measured. This will 

be referred to later. 

Hairfelt lined Tube: 

The wooden tube was then lined with 'nairfelt and the 

same tests were again made. photograph of the hairfelt 

lined tube is shown in B'igure 7 , page 39. It was believed. 

that the absorbing material would eliminate standing waves 

and therefore give better results, although the peaks were 

not expected to be as great as with the open tube. It was 
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li' 

Fig. 7. LLned 

lining and the loudspeaker 
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found that chancing the loud.speaker d.istance produced no 

eas of resistance s diI the foier test. Tne loucispeak- 

er was then placed in the position where the peak of 

resistzice previoasly occurred ana. all iaaterials were 

successivel tested b c1ampin them on the tube and. read- 
ing the bridge. The results were disapointin because of 

their incor.isistncy; pla$ter board showing only a little 
orer absorbing qualities than hairfelt, and celotex 

testing a much better absorber thar hairfelt. 2ets io 
showed that steel was a better absorber than hairfelt. 
These results are ooviously contrar)' to good judgment; o 

this method. of testing was discarded, and the results were 

considered as not worth recording in thts rejort. The 

hairfelt lining seemed to absorb most of the emitted sound 

and the reflected sound. also, resulting in the absence of 

the resistance peaks. 

Qpen ir 1ests: 

The loud.sfeaker box was then entireld removed from 

the tube and placed on the edge of a table in open air. 
The materials were mounted on a light wooden fran in 

front of the loudspeaker. A photograph of the set-up of 

the apparatus is shown in .igure 8 page 41. Tests were 

made in Che same waì with the different rfterials. reat 

care was taken in setting up the frame and placing the 

materials in position to get them parallel to the front of 



c:: 

Fi. 8. View of the loudspeaker set-up for rning 

the open air tests. The wooden frame on which the 

materials were mounted is also shown. 

41. 
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the 1ouspeaker box or baffle board. 2h results o± this 
test are shown on rage 4, where 1oiidseaker effective 
resistxìce curves ace 1otted against distance oetween the 

material and. the ioud.peaker. These results although 

better than the hairfelt lined tube are not as consistent 
.is those o the bare wooden tube, for celotex is shown as 

the poorest absorber with both vereer id plaster board. 

as better aosoroers--a condition which is obviously in- 
correct. However, the hairfelt curve is at approximately 

the correct height. In all probability te reflection from 

the walls, floor and ceiling in the room efiected. the loud- 

speaker impedance causing errors in the results. However, 

if the apparatus were placed in an open field. with no 

nearby objects to cause sound. reflection this test might 

possibly give excellent consistent results. 2his condition 

would. be d.ifiicu.lt to obtain practically and gusts of wind 

would eifect the loudspeaker diaphragm naKing a bridge 

balance difficult to obtaii. 
It will be noticed that the peaks of resistance occur 

in approximately the same place, about 1/2 wave length, for 
both the bare tube and the open air tests; however the peak 

of the hairfelt curvès consistently occur. at a position 

somewhat shorter thzi the other materials. This is due to 

the porous tructure of the substance which makes the 
effective reflecting surface somewhere in the material 
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rather than at the physical surface which is exposed to 

the loudspeaker. 



CON5.àM DISiCE TESTS 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
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CON3L.NT DI5TÀNC TJ5TS 

VA.RIBLE FREQUENCY 

Bare Wooden Tube: 

The loudspeaker oox was placed in the ò.re wooden tube 

at the position where the resonant peaks of resistnce were 

previoiis1' obaLned. (15 cm.). A material was clamped in 
position on the front o the tube and tests were ;ide b 

variing the frequency of the oscillator from 900 to 1100 

cycles in 20 cyc1e steps. Since wave length depends upon 

the frequenc,y this had. the same effect as changing the 
distaice. iesonant peaks of resistance were obtained, but 

thei were not sharp1y d.e±ineci as in the constant frequenoy 

bare tube tests; however there was a fair1 consistent 
relation between their height and the sounã absorDing CO- 

effficients 0± the various materials which were tested. 
This method presents a possibiliti of determining the 

acoustic properties of materials i the frequency of the 

sound source is variable in small increments. However, it 
does not produce as great a difference 3f acoustical 
resistance as the constant frequency, variable distance, 
bare tube iethod; therefore the accuracy would in all 
probability be less. 
Hairelt Lined Tube: 

he inside of the wooden tube was lined with hairfelt 
and. with the loudspeaer set at 15 cm. the same tests were 
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again performed. The resonant peaks of resistance were 

not foimd, but comparatively smooth curves were outained 

whose ordinate values were different for the various 

materials but were not consistentl proportional to the 

sound absorbing coefficients. .2herefore this test was 

considered of ilO value so 110 dat are included. 

Qpen ir .i.est: 

Variable frequency constant distance tests in open 

air were made on some of the materials. The loudspeaker 

was set at the position where the resonant resistance 

peak occurred in open air, while the frequency was changed 

in steps from 900 to 100 cycles. i'0 resistance peaks were 

found, but smooth curves sere obtained whose ordinate 

values showed a consistent relation to the sound absorption 

coefficients of the materials. ihese cìrves are shown on 

page 47. It will be noticed that they are separated and 

are aproximately ill proportion to the acoustic properties 

0±' the specimens. because of t'ne comparatively small 

resistance change between materials no attempt was made 

to obtain a relation to the standard sound aoorption co- 

efficients for the accuracy would be rather poor. However 

this test proves that there is a relation uetween the 

impedance o± a loudseaier and the sound absorbing char- 

acteristics of the surrounding inedia. 
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DI5CiJSSIOI O' RESULTS 



DISGUSSIOL OF RFSULT8 

Altogether six uistixct tests were made which may be 

divid.cd. into two general groups; constazit frequency and 

variable frequency. 3± each group three separate tests 
were made: 1. with the bare tube, 2. the hairfelt lined 
tube, end. 3. with both the loudspeater and specimens in 

o1en air. 
Of the variable frequency tests, those with the bare 

wooden tube were fairly consistent, but those Nith the 

hairfelt lined tube were too eiratic to be of any value. 

he open air test snowed. very consistent results and was 

b far the best of the variable frequency tests. All of 

the variable frequency tests had. the d.isadviitage of only 

a small resistance change oetween materials of different 
absorption coefficients; this reduced the accuracy of the 

results. Small resonant resistance peaks were found. in 

the bare tube tests, but not in the other two tests. 
Of the constant frequency tests the hirfelt lined 

tube gave no results which might oe used to determine the 

acoustic properties of the materials. iO resonant re- 

sistance peais Ciuld be found. The open air tests gave 

resistance peaks which were somewhat erratic, but never- 

theless this test could be improved. to obtain accurate and 

consistent results if the tests ciuld be made in an open 

field. or in a room which was well deadened. acoustically. 
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The teste with the unlined wooden tube showed the 

most consistent results, ariö. the values of resistance 

between the various materials were separated far enough 

to obtain an accurate indication of their acoustic pro- 

pert les. 
L:otiona]. impedance was discussed in "Theor Of 

Loudspeaker". It was found to be "that part of the total 
apparent impedance which is du to the counter elctro- 
motive force generated in the windiigs b' the motion of 

the diaihram ------------------- a--The !notional impedance 

of a telephoe receiver (or loudspeaer) at any given 

frequenci of vibration ma)i also be defined as the dif- 

ference between its impedance with the diaphrarn free to 

vibrate and. its impedance when such vibration is prevent- 
ed.IT* :his impedance iiy oc divided into parts, one of 

which is acoustical resistance; this is the vector corn- 

ponent o± Inotional impedance, vhich is due to the acoustic 

properties of the surrounding me.ia. As the loudspeaker 

waS damped acoustically, which has been explained before, 

the difference between the damped and undamped co:idition 

is known as tlacoustical resistanc&'. The theory of opera- 

tion deends upon various stages of acoustical d.wnping 

which is caused by the sound aosorbing properties of the 

materials; therefore this acoustical resistance can be 

* .iibliography io. 4. 
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u.sed to measure the sounô. absorbing properties of the 

materials. 
It was desired to obtain a relation between the 

measured values o± acoustical resistance and the standard 

sound absorbing coefficients; so calibration curves of 

which each material contributed a 1,oint were plotted. 
These curves are shown on pase 51. Each material was 

plotted as a point with acoustical resistance as abscissa 
xid strdard sound absorption coefficieflts as ordinates. 

A smooth line was drawn through the points which gave the 

calibratii curve, and shows a defintte relation oetween 

acoustical reststance and. sound coefficients. I'he values 

of absorbing coefficients were obtained from tables in 

atson's ttA.cousics O Buildings", and "cousticstT by 

Stewart and Lindsai. Values at "pitch 1024" were used, 

because this corresponds very c1osel to a frequency of 

1000 c,'cles whicn was used. in the tests. 
The abcjssa or acoustical resistance valu. s of the 

materials ere obtained by two methods hence the two 

similar curves. ìumber one was obtatned by taicthg the 

difference of resistance oetween the peak arid minimum 

constant value as sborn on the curve of page 38 This 

minimum coitant value is riot the lowest possiole reading 

but is the average low part of the va1le just preceding 

the peak. An example of plain celotex will be given: 
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Peak value = 2430.5 om8 

Min. constant value 2b1.0 ohms 

Difference 49.5 ohm8 

this ives the abscissa value for plain 7/16 inch celotex 

on curve number 1. 

The auscissa values for curve number 2 were obtained. 

bi taid.rig the difference between the ea value of the 

materials and the ea value of the oren test vhich j.s 

shown 2lotted. ori age33 
; 

it is also plotted as a datum 

line with the curves of the materials on uge38 . 

example of celotex is as follows: 

ea value : 2430.5 ohms 

Open test peak value 2386.0 ohms 

Difference 42.5 ohms 

which gives the abscissa value for i/ia inch celotex on 

carve nuiiber 2. 

curves fall smoothly on the points excepting the 

hairfelt point of curve number 1. This point vtas hard to 

determine 'oecai.ìse of the difficult)i in finding the mini- 

mum constant value f hairfelt. Its carve shows why this 

is true. .lthough both curves appear to be quite accurate 

calibration curves of the apparatus, narnoer two is somewhat 

the smoother xid all the points fall n the carve. In 

addition, the method by viich the abscissa values of 



number two were obtained is the most 1oic.1 nd conisteiit 
with the tests and the theory of acoustical resistance. 
For the peak values of aousticl resitance.were used. to 
thterinine the prorties f the rnterials; so it see:ns 

reasonable to believe that the peak value of the open test 
siaould. be used. as the datum point on which to base calcu- 

lations. This rnay oe thought o in terms of Sabine's oren 

window standard for comparison. The peak of acoustical 
residtance from the open test corresonds to the open 

window; other materials are simply placea in this "open 

window" and. their acoustical properties compared to it. 
Since t'ne areas are the same all materials are directly 
oom2arble as a function of their acoustical resistance, 
and by using the calibration curve the acoustical pro- 

perties may be found directly in absorption coefficients. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Advantages and. limitations 
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CONQLUSIOIS 

Advantages and. Liniltatioïis: 

The apparatus described in this paper presents a 

simple and quite accuate means of rneasurir.g the acowtica1 

properties ±Hnateria1s. 2he apparatus itself is quite 

simple and. inexpensive d requires but little floor space. 

The vacuum tube oscillator is probabl' the mòt complicated. 

and. expenive part f the measuring apparatus. Even this 
could be mad.e sirnjle and. inexpensive for this particular 
use. The nethod. of testing is quite simple and. easily 
accomplished. and requires no particular skill on the part 
of the operator except to bnce tne impedaace bridge; 

however a little practice is neces3ary to be able to 

distinguish between the correct and incorrect impedance 

bridge readings. ith this method no special room or 

surrounding conditins need be provided or except to 

maintain the temperature nearly coistant. Even normal 

sounds do not effect the readings except if the sounds are 

near enotigh or loud. enough to prevent ax.i accurate balxicing 

of the impedance bridge. 2he loudspeaker and wooden tube 

with materials cainot be too close together else the bridge 

will be difficult to oalance. It was found that best 

results were obtained when the loudspeaker and materias 
were in another room from the impedance bridge. 

iíateris may oe asil clamped. on the wooden tube 
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and. measurements accom1isheä. in a iew minutes; this is 

much sim1er saad. easier than building a material into the 

wall of an esecil cortructed acoustic room. aother 

advaatage is that only a small sample of material is 

needed. In this case a piece only 16 inches square was 

used. Lúother great advantage Is that tests may be easily 

made at different frequencies; so the coefficient at 

vari ous jitches o± s ourid may be easily me asurea. his 

variation of frequency is limited only by the frequency 

range of the vacuum tube oscillator. lxi this paper all 

constant frequency tests were run at a frequency of 1000 

cycles per second; therefore in the calibration curve 1l 

ordite or coeffloient values of absorption were taken 

from the tables which werecalibrated. at a oitch of 1024 

ccles per second. If other frequencies were used. ±or 

teste a c1ibrdtin carve for each pitch would have to be 

1otteu.. Due to limitations of time extensive tests were 

not .d.e at anything but 1000 cycles, but enigh tests 

were performed to prove tbt this apparatus would also give 

equally consistent results at various other freonencies. 

his apparatus does not measure true sound reflection 

as the term .vas defined in the introduction, for its 

operation depends upon the reflected sound which in turn 

depends upon the magnitude of absoroed and transmitted 

sound. This can be exDressed as follows: reflected 
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component total volume of sound prod.uce - absofoed. 

component - transmitted. component. hue the sound. absorp- 

tioxi measured, includes that actaally aosorbed plus that 

transmitted. by the material. This broaier definition of 

absorption is in realitì more frquert in actual practice 

where acoustic materials are used to absorù soind. The 

materials were each backed with /4 theh veneer to make 

the results as comparaole as possible, for this condition 

occurs most frequently in actual practice. Iht the 

transmission comjnent is quite small, thereb causing 

only a small error, is proven by the fact that the results 

of acoustical resistance are verj comparable to the sound- 

absorbing coefficients; this is shown b the calioration 

curves. 



APPENDIX 

Test data and. apparatus data 



I 

CONSTANT PREUENCY, VARIABLE DISTANCE 

TEST WITH THE UNLINED TUBE 

Prequency 1000 cycles. Temp. 

C 0.017 micro±arad.s. Current 

LEGEND 

D distance between the loudspeaker 

R loudspeaker effective resistance 

C mica condeiiser capacitance. 

C: variable air condenser scale div 

"J 

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

7.0 

8.0 

VENIiER " VENEER 

R R C' 

2377 68.9 

2370 73.1 

2382 69.6 

2383 70.4 

2383 69.8 

2383 69.8 

2383 69.7 

2382 70.0 

2381 70.2 

2382 69.6 

9.0 2381 69.0 

10.0 2381 6).l 

11.0 2381 68.7 

"J 

: 24.0e c. 

1.5 ma. 

and material. 

in ohms. 

islons. 

VENEER -s-» 

C' D R C' 

12.0 2382 67.5 

12.5 2385 65.9 

13.5 ¿387 64.0 

14.1 2392 64.5 

14.3 2403 62.6 

14.5 2412 62.3 

14.7 2429 60.9 

15.0 2458 64.2 

15.1 2472 65.8 

15.2 2467 '71.0 

15.3 2461 75.3 

15.5 2433 79.2 

16.0 2397 77.2 

17.0 2382 '74.0 

18.0 2381 7.0 

19.0 2380 71.8 

20.0 2381 69.6 

22.0 2387 66.5 

24.0 2405 66.7 

¿5.0 2429 67.7 

25.5 2452 67.2 

26.0 2464 '71.3 

26.5 2455 '75.5 

OPEN TEST 

15.12 2391 72.1 



CO1STANT FRE.UNCY, VARIABLE DISTANCE 

TEST WITH THE UNLINED TUBE 

(Continued) 
7/16' 

PLAIN CEL OTEX 

D R C' 

9.0 2381 '71.9 

10.0 2378 '73.4 

14.0 2396 '70.4 

14.5 2420 6'?.'? 

14.6 2424 68.8 

14.7 2425 69.0 

14.8 242? ?0. 

14.9 2431 71.4 

15.0 2429 '73.0 

15.2 2426 '75.0 

18.0 2376 75.2 

22.0 2379 71.'? 

24.0 2400 67.3 

25.0 2424 66.3 

25.5 441 67.0 

26.0 2455 70.2 

26.5 2454 76.0 

27.0 444 79.6 

26.3 2455 74.1 

0.0 2390 57.8 

PLASTER BOARD 

D R C' 

0.0 2388 67.4 

9.0 2369 74.4 

10.0 2385 68.0 

11.0 2378 71.7 

14.0 2396 61.8 

14.5 2417 60.6 

14.6 ¿420 60.3 

14.7 2432 60.0 

14.8 2443 59.7 

14.9 2453 61.2 

15.0 2464 63,5 

15.1 475 66.9 

15.2 2475 70.5 

15.5 2439 78.5 

18.0 2378 74.3 

22.0 2373 73.6 

25Q 
2438 63.4 

2o.5 460 64.1 

6.0 2486 71.1 

6.5 2481 78.0 

II 

TYPE B 

ACOUST 1-CELOTEX 

D R C' 

0.0 2376 67.6 

0.5 2380 68.0 

1.0 ¿383 67.0 

2.0 2383 67.7 

3.0 2383 67.7 

4.0 ¿383 67.4 

5.0 2382 66.9 

7.0 2383 66.9 

9.0 2386 65.7 

10.0 388 65.5 

11.0 2389 66.4 

12.0 2393 65.7 

13.0 2400 66.5 

14.0 406 67.0 

14.5 2404 68.O 

15.0 2400 69.6 

16.0 2380 72.3 

OPEII TEST 

0.0 2404 66.0 



III 
CONSTANT PREJJENCY, VARIABLE DISTANCE 

TEST WITH THE UNLINED TUBE 

(Continued) 

1/16" STEEL BACKED BISON BOARD 1" HAIRFELT 

'1ITH 3/8" VENEER VENEER BACKED VENEER BACKED 

D R C' D R C' D R C' 

0.0 2376 70.0 

1.0 2376 71.1 

2.0 375 71.7 

6.0 370 72.9 

10.0 2369 72.5 

12.0 2372 70.1 

13.0 2374 68.2 

13.5 377 67.4 

14.0 2330 67.2 

14.5 2390 64.7 

14.7 2403 64.8 

14.9 2418 63.8 

15.1 2433 65.3 

15.2 2442 67.0 

15.3 2449 69.2 

15.4 2449 7.6 
15.5 2441 76.3 

16.0 2389 80.1 

17.0 2371 76.3 

0.0 2373 62.6 0.0 2384 64.1 

1.0 2375 71.8 

3.0 2374 72.1 

5.0 ¿372 7.5 
7.0 2371 72.0 

10.0 2366 73.0 

12.0 2372 70.8 

13.0 2379 67.2 

13.5 2384 67.3 

14.0 ¿384 66.0 

14.2 2397 63.1 

14.6 2414 62.0 

14.8 2430 62.4 

14.9 2441. 63.0 

15.0 2454 67.2 

15.1 ¿459 69.8 

15.2 2457 72.4 

15.5 2426 79.0 

4.0 2386 70.2 

7.0 2390 73.4 

11.0 2394 73.2 

12.0 2392 75.1 

14.0 2390 75.0 

15.0 2388 74.0 

16.0 2386 73.8 

18.0 2384 73.7 

20.0 2384 75.3 



CONSTANT PREZUENCY, VARIABLE DISTANCE 

TEST WITh TRE UNLINED TUBE 

(C ont irnied) 

Open tube test showing double bridge readings. 

C ORRECT 'JRONG 

D R C' R C' 

0.0 2374 75.4 2375 75.6 

0.5 2374 75.3 

1.0 2374 75.7 

2.0 2374 75.6 2383 73.5 

3.0 2375 75.4 

4.0 2375 75.4 

5.0 2376 75.5 2386 73.7 

6.0 2378 75.4 

7.0 2379 75.7 2388 74.5 

7.5 2379 76.0 

8.0 2379 76.2 2388 75.0 

8.5 23'79 76.4 

9.0 2377 76.8 2385 75.4 

10.0 2376 76.8 2383 75.5 

11.0 2374 76.7 2381 75.6 

12.0 2372 76.3 2379 75.5 

13.0 2370 76.2 2378 75.6 

14.0 2370 76.5 2376 75.3 

15.0 2369 76.3 2375 75.3 

16.0 2369 76.5 2375 75.1 

Iv 

- COWECT WRONG 
* 

* D R C' R C' 
* 

* 
17 2368 76.2 2374 75.0 

18 2366 76.2 2373 74.9 

19 2366 76.0 2370 '76.6 

20 2365 76.0 2369 76.4 

.2 2364,575.5 2368 76.1 

24 2364 75.0 2369 75.7 

26 2365 74.5 2369 75.0 

28 2367 73.8 2372 74.4 

30 2370 73.2 

32 2379 72.7 2383 '73.7 

33 2384 72.7 

34 2390 73.6 2394 75.3 

35 2393 75.3 2394 75.5 

36 2391 77.0 2391 78.0 

37 2386 77.8 

40 2374 78.0 

42 2371 78.5 

45 2369 78.0 

48 2368 77.7 

50 2368 '6.8 



V 

C ONSTAIT FlOE .UENCY , VAR IABLE D ISTANCE 

TEST WITH TI UNLI1'ED TUBE 

(Continued) 

Complete test on 1/16" steel, backed. with 3/8" veneer. 

Showing the location of peaks and valleys of resistance. 

D 1 C' D C' D R C' 

0.0 232'? 14.3 40.0 2306 23.3 80 23ll 21.3 

2.0 2320 19.5 42.0 2305 23.4 82 2317 29.2 

4.0 2318 19.4 44.0 2305 23.0 84 2333 22.0 

6.0 2319 18.4 46.0 2308 21.3 86 2306 23.0 

8.0 2309 22.5 48.0 2322 16.5 88 2300 25.0 

10.0 230'? 23.0 5Q.Q 2323 9.5 90 2305 21.0 

12.0 2306 18.5 52.0 2300 25.5 9 300 21.7 

14.0 2334 17.0 54.0 2301 23.2 94 2318 18.5 

16.0 2315 28.5 5ü.0 2300 20.0 96 2400 18.0 

18.0 2303 22.7 58.0 2309 17.0 98 233'? 37.0 

20.0 2306 23.0 60;0 2374 22.4 100 2305 33.0 

22.0 2303 18.8 62.0 2360 34.0 102 L290 30.0 

24.0 2323 13.0 64.0 2317 32.6 104 2313 24.5 

26.0 2416 30.6 66.0 23l 27.0 106 2322 26.4 

28.0 2316 33.3 69.0 2300 27.9 108 2317 25.6 

30.0 2307 30.3 70.0 2300 29.3 110 2311 26.5 

32.0 2303 28.3 72.0 2306 c)7.5 112 2305 ¿7. 

34.0 2300 23.7 74.0 2308 24.8 150 2315 23.0 

36.0 2309 23.8 76.0 2309 24.5 

38.0 2309 22.8 78.0 2300 27.0 



CONSTANT DISTANCE, VARIABLE PRE.UENCY 

TEST IN OPEN AIR 

Temp. : 23.5 0 c Loudspeaker carrent = 1.5 ma. 

14E GEND 

D = distance between the loudspeaker and material. 

R loudspeaker effective resistance in ohms. 

c 1:ica balancing condenser capacitance. 

C': Variable air condenser scale divisions. 

P = frequency in cycles per second. 

VENR 

D : 14 cm. 

P R C C' 

900 2238 0.0023 25.7 

920 2265 0.0022 6.3 

940 2293 0.0021 27.5 

960 2337 0.0020 33.0 

980 2377 0.0019 51.. 

1000 2411 0.0018 71.3 

1020 2442 0.0017 68.9 

1040 2480 0.0017 30.1 

1060 2506 0.0016 58.8 

1080 2540 0.0015 89.7 

VI 

PLAIN CELOTEX 7/16" 

D = 14 cm. 

P R C C' 

860 2158 0.0025 48.3 

880 2198 0.0024 27.8 

900 2232 0.0023 25.7 

920 2260 0.0022 24.7 

940 2293 0.0021 25.5 

960 2333 0.0020 30.7 

980 2373 0.0019 49.8 

1000 2404 0.0018 70.2 

1020 2438 0.0017 87.6 

1040 2471 0.0017 30.0 

1060 2497 0.0016 59.0 



CONSTANT DISTANCE, VARIABLE FREUENCY 

TEST IN OPEN AIR 

(Continued) 

PLASTER BOARD 

D z 14.0 cm. 

F R C C' 

900 2241 0.0023 20.4 

920 2273 0.0022 25.0 

940 2307 0.0021 27.7 

960 2347 0.0020 30.6 

980 2380 0.0019 51.6 

1000 2408 0.0018 70.6 

1020 2453 0.0018 8.2 

1040 2482 0.0017 29.3 

1060 2614 0.0016 57.9 

1080 2545 0.0015 88.4 

1100 2578 0.0015 39.0 

HAIRFELT 1" 

D = 12.0 cm. 

F R C C' 

900 2243 0.0023 31.0 

920 2269 0.0022 30.8 

940 2294 0.0021 34.2 

960 2322 0.000 38.7 

980 2355 

1000 2385 

1020 2419 

1040 2452 

1060 2489 

1080 2526 

1100 2561 

0.0019 55.9 

0.0018 73.6 

0.0017 89.7 

0.0017 29.8 

0.0016 57.9 

0.0015 88.8 

0.0015 38.6 

VII 



VIII 

CALIBRATION DATA 

A COIItPARISON OP ACOUSTICAL RESISTANCE 

WITH STANDARD SOUND-ABSORBING C OEPPIC lENTS 

Table 1. Acoustical resistance obtained by calculating the 

difference between the peaks and. valleys of the 

material test curves. 

MATERIAL LIN. VALUE PEAK VALUE DIFF. SOUND COEFF. 

PLASTERBOARD 2382 2475 93 0.05 

VENEER " 2382 2472 90 0.06 

PLAIN CELOTEX 2381 2431 50 0.20 

ACOIJSTI-CELOTEX 2383 2406 23 0.47 
(Type B) 

HAIRFELT l 2385 2394 9 0.80 

Table 2. Acoustical resistance obtained by taking the 

difference between the peaks of the material test 

curves and the peak of the open test. 

M4.TERIAL OPEN TEST PEAK VALUE DIFF. SOUND COEFF. 

PLASTERBOARD 2.d8 2475 87 0.05 

VENEER 2388 2472 84 0.06 

PLAIN CELOTEX 2388 2431 43 0.20 

ACOUSTI-CEIOTEX 2388 2406 18 0.47 
(Type B) 

HAIRFELT 1" 2388 2394 6 0.80 



c mrrc 

Instrument d.ata and. serial numbers 

- Impedance bridge arms (designed and constructed. by 

Mr. R. H. Batcheller senior in .E. at 

R - Decade resistance box. iestern Electric type 14-B 

!o. 10,606. 

C - Leads & Northrup mica variable condenser, cap.: i mf. 

type 1O'70 No. 140,518. 

C'- Leads & Northrup variable air condenser 

Lo. 142,746. 

D - Western Electric thermocouple type 22L, o. 33,404. 

E - Weston microammeter model 322, 1o. 2,751. 

F - General iadio rheostat, 2,500 ohms. 

G - Western Electric headphones type 509 .1. 

Western Electric 8 - A Oscillator, 100 - 56000 cycles. 

No. 11,450. 

Parrand Inductor Dynamic loudspeaker, 10" cone. 

No. 100,320. 

MATER lAIS 

ENEEB - made of pine and built up to a thickness of i". 

PLAIN CELOTEX - made by the Celotex Co. 7/16" thick. 

ACOUSTI-COLOTEX - type B, made by the Celotex Co. 

HAIRPELT - approximately one inch thick. 

PlASTERBOARD - 3/16" thick. 
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